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Introduction
Located just northwest of Downtown Guadalupe, the Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes complex is the second
largest remaining dune system in California and a National Natural Landmark. Its towering 550-foot high
dunes are the tallest on the west coast. The dunes and Santa Maria River Estuary are teeming with life,
home to hundreds of species of rare plants and animals. From Rancho Guadalupe Dunes Preserve and Oso
Flaco Lake Natural Area, visitors can hike for miles along the beach, explore the coastal areas of the
Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes National Wildlife Refuge, birdwatch, fish, surf, and enjoy nature. The area is also
rich with history and culture. From the earliest Chumash Native American inhabitants to Cecil B. DeMille’s
buried Egyptian movie set of the 1920s, and free-spirited “Dunites” of the 1930s and ‘40s, the dunes provide
a fascinating connection to the past.
While this remarkable place is close to the heart of Guadalupe, the five-mile route to the dunes is
challenging without a vehicle, and therefore, inaccessible to many residents. The sole entry to Rancho
Guadalupe Dunes Preserve and associated dune complex is along West Main Street, a narrow, sand-swept
road through commercially farmed agricultural fields and the back dunes, which is difficult to navigate by
foot or bicycle. Other beach access locations in the vicinity present similar conditions with narrow roads
through farm fields trafficked by heavy trucks and farm equipment. Providing multi-use trail access between
the City of Guadalupe and the beach has been a community aspiration for many years. Further, trail and
street improvements have the potential to support additional General Plan and community-wide goals, such
as:
•

Providing safer walking and bicycling connections to destinations within Guadalupe;

•

Supporting health benefits through active transportation and recreation;

•

Enhancing opportunities to learn about nature, culture, and history;

•

Expanding opportunities for new linear parks and green infrastructure along the Santa Maria River;

•

Connecting to regional bicycle routes; and

•

Stimulating the local economy.

This Guadalupe to Beach Multi-Use Trail Feasibility Study brings the community one step closer to realizing
the vision for a multi-use trail in Guadalupe.
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Study Purpose
The purpose of the Guadalupe to Beach Multi-Use Trail Feasibility Study (abbreviated to “the Study”
throughout this document) is to identify potential alignment alternatives for a future shared-use trail
connection between the City of Guadalupe and the nearby beach/dune area. The Study also includes
planning and design guidelines for future implementation. The project is intended as an initial phase in trail
planning, identifying top priority alignments to help focus future investment in more detailed technical
analyses and comprehensive environmental documentation prior to implementation. Further, establishing a
shared vision and delineating a community-based concept for a multi-use trail will better position the
project to receive grant funding and build resources for future implementation.

Study Area
The City of Guadalupe is located in northwest Santa Barbara County, approximately eight miles west of
Santa Maria. The project Study Area boundary includes the City Guadalupe to the east and beach and dunes
to the west (see Figure 1). At approximately 33 square miles, the Study Area stretches north into San Luis
Obispo County and south into Santa Barbara County. It encompasses local beach access points, recreational
areas, and numerous creek corridors. The Santa Maria River bisects the area just north of Guadalupe’s core.
The former Guadalupe Oil Field is located roughly in the center of the Study Area between the beach and
town, and is still in remediation from a 1995 101,000-gallon oil processing diluent spill.

Document Organization

This document is organized into the following chapters.
•

Chapter 1: Community Snapshot—Provides a snapshot of the community setting and highlights key
opportunities and constraints.

•

Chapter 2: Community Engagement and Vision Framework—Describes the community engagement
process and the resulting themes, vision, and goals for a future multi-use trail.

•

Chapter 3: Potential Trail Alignments—Details trail alignment evaluation criteria, identifies
potential trail alignments, and illustrates trail typologies.

•

Chapter 4: Implementation—Recommends a phasing strategy, presents planning/design guidelines,
and estimates preliminary order of magnitude costs.
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Figure 1. Multi-Use Trail Study Area
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Chapter 1: Community Snapshot
Following is a snapshot of key existing conditions information relevant to the Study, drawing from a number
of background documents such as the Guadalupe General Plan (2018), the Mobility and Revitalization Plan
(2020), the Santa Barbara County Comprehensive Plan (updated 2016), the Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes
Restoration Plan (2001), the US Census Bureau data (2018), City and County transit plans, and stakeholder
discussions.

Guadalupe Community
With a population just over 7,600, the City of Guadalupe is a “small” town, characterized by family-friendly
neighborhoods, patchworks of farmland, some industrial uses, and a quaint historic Downtown Central
Business District that could benefit from revitalization. There is a need for pedestrian/ADA upgrades
Downtown, particularly to improve access for strollers and the elderly, and to create a more comfortable
environment in general. The Dunes Center is an important community hub and natural history museum that
offers guided dune tours and environmental education for area youth. Judy Baca Guadalupe murals brighten
public spaces and reflect Guadalupe’s predominant Mexican cultural heritage. Over 85 percent of the
population identifies as Hispanic or Latinx and the median age is approximately 27 years old. Many residents
work in agriculture or construction. The median household income was estimated at $43,710 in 2015, 32
percent less than median incomes for Santa Barbara County as a whole (US Census Bureau, 2018). Further,
the City is recognized as a “Disadvantaged Community” by the regional definition (SBCAG RTP) and Cal
Enviro Screen. Guadalupe has historically been home to an incredibly diverse mix of people, including Native
Americans, Latinos, Japanese, Portuguese, Italians, Swiss, Chinese, Filipino, among others.

Setting

Although incorporated in 1946, the community was established in the early nineteenth century by
descendants of original Spanish settlers. The land around Guadalupe was originally used for grazing and
cattle ranching, but transitioned to agriculture by the late 1800s. Today, agriculture is Guadalupe’s largest
industry and the area remains an important agricultural hub. Per the City’s General Plan, the Study Area’s
agricultural area is planned for preservation, providing a scenic agricultural setting that will continue to
benefit the community and visitors. The surrounding land reflects historic practices and is protected by the
Williamson Act. As such, urban development is clustered around Guadalupe’s core. The Guadalupe General
Plan Preferred Growth Scenario recommends concentrating development in five key growth areas, largely
Downtown, to encourage continued open space conservation and enhancement of existing open space
areas.
Guadalupe is almost entirely surrounded by agricultural land that is in the County’s jurisdiction, and
therefore not subject to Guadalupe’s governance. This vast agricultural land, along with expansive dune and
wildlife refuge areas, make the City of Guadalupe somewhat of an island. These conditions make
connections beyond these areas even more critical for Guadalupe residents.
There are approximately 20.8 acres of public park space within the City of Guadalupe (Guadalupe General
Plan, 2018). Two large public parks, Jack O’Connell Park and Leroy Park, sit at the western and northern
gateways of the community, and smaller neighborhood parks are nested into residential areas. Outside the
City, the Study Area includes three major recreation destinations and primary trailheads. From north to
south, the Oceano Dunes SVRA’s Oso Flaco Lake Natural Area includes trails, parking, access to the beach,
and lake activities. The Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes National Wildlife Refuge is the second largest dune area in
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California and provides limited coastal access for hikers. The Rancho Guadalupe Dunes Preserve offers beach
access and hiking, but lacks infrastructure and amenities needed to support increased visitation.

Nature and Culture

The community of Guadalupe is nestled against a serene dune landscape, characterized by dramatic views,
diverse habitat, and an other-worldly ambiance. Guadalupe’s beach and dune environment is a unique place
where nature and culture converge. There are abundant coastal plants and wildlife, including more than 100
rare species. Popular activities are walking the beach, surfing, fishing, bird watching, and investigating the
many tracks in the sand from insects, reptiles, mammals, amphibians, and birds. The beach also has a
fascinating and broad-ranging cultural history with significant Native American middens, two-dozen old
movies filmed in the area, movie sets, and rock art. Humans have been creative in this area for many years.
A future multi-use trail provides an opportunity to share the beauty of this place with residents and visitors.
The intent is to retain the natural elements and peaceful serenity, while adding some basic, and ideally
artistic, amenities to improve comfort and access.

Transportation

The Study Area is regionally connected to Guadalupe and adjacent communities by two key corridors:
•

Highway 1 / Cabrillo Hwy / Guadalupe Street, the north-south state highway that runs through
Downtown Guadalupe; and

West Main Street / Highway 166, an east-west connection between the City of Santa Maria and the
dunes.
The City is accessed via collector and local streets connecting to these highways. Surrounding the City,
numerous dirt roads provide access to agricultural fields and irrigation and utility areas. Additionally, there
are private roads granting access to the former Guadalupe Oil Field.
•

The City has a Downtown AMTRAK station and neighborhood bus routes. While Guadalupe is among the
smallest cities in North Santa Barbara County, transit ridership per capita is higher than in other North
County communities. According to the City of Guadalupe Short Range Transit Plan 2015-2020, Guadalupe’s
ridership per capita is 15.8 percent, compared with 2.8 for Santa Ynez Valley, 4.7 for Lompoc, and 9.8 for
Santa Maria/Orcutt (2014). Santa Barbara's North County Transit Plan also shows that Guadalupe Valley has
the largest proportion of public transportation use for commuting to work (2016). Taking transit, walking,
and biking are popular modes of transportation for Guadalupe residents.

Economy

Opportunities for economic growth in Guadalupe are particularly crucial. Unemployment rates are high and
incomes are low. The General Plan calls out the City’s intention to increase visitor serving potential through
tourism infrastructure and amenities. The City of Guadalupe, described as the “Gateway to the Dunes,”
holds promise as an attractive location for ecotourism.
A multi-use trail connecting the greater region to the rich culture and history of Guadalupe and the
landmark dunes has potential to drive business growth and increase revenue for the City and local
businesses. In conjunction with a trail, community members have raised inspiring ideas for bolstering the
local economy, such as: sales of locally produced goods and art, a farmers’ market, a brewery/distillery, wine
tasting, additional eateries, camping, and places for cultural exchange and sharing stories. Guadalupe is an
artistic community, which could contribute to branding for the area. A future trail is envisioned to include
information signage featuring descriptions of nature/habitat, and the area’s signature agricultural industry
and history of the valley’s fertile soils.
Guadalupe to Beach Multi-Use Trail Feasibility Study
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Further, a multi-use trail, and possible related spin-off projects, could provide more vibrant public spaces for
residents to enjoy. Strategic trail alignment could capitalize on Guadalupe’s assets and places of interest,
such as Downtown, the Dunes Center, parks, community gathering spaces, historic and cultural resources,
train station, and local businesses.

Opportunities and Constraints Highlights

Following are highlights of opportunities and constraints related to major topic areas, including biological,
physical/connectivity, hazards, and cultural considerations (see Figures 2-5). Further details are documented
separately (see Appendix A: Opportunities and Constraints Memo and Appendix B: Community
Engagement Summaries). These opportunities and constraints will merit further consideration during the
specific planning and design of a preferred trail alignment.
Biological
Opportunities
A. Environmentally sensitive habitat education and continued preservation and restoration
opportunities
B. A variety of stream corridor-adjacent options for trail routes
Constraints
C. Sensitive resource areas or environmentally sensitive habitat that may require extensive permitting
and construction
D. Wetland areas to be
Figure 2. Biological Opportunities and Constraints
avoided or mitigated
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Physical/Connectivity
Opportunities
A. County-owned beach access and existing “Dunes Trail” at Rancho Guadalupe Dunes Preserve
B. Potential future beach access partnering opportunity at the Former Guadalupe Oil Field
C. State-owned beach, lake, and trail access at Oceano Dunes SVRA’s Oso Flaco Lake Natural Area
D. Federally-owned Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes National Wildlife Refuge coastal access opportunity
E. Established access to beach via West Main Street
F. City-owned parks adjacent to social trails, bike routes, and West Main Street beach access
G. Social trails along Santa Maria River imply desired recreational trail use
H. Safe routes to schools
I. Economic development
J. Pavement preservation project (SHOPP ID 21709) on Highway 1
K. Caltrans improved Highway 1 bridge crossing Santa Maria River
L. Caltrans rehabilitation of Highway 1 within the city limits (Guadalupe Street) with ADA standards
and other bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure improvements
M. Tie into developing or
redeveloping
Figure 3. Physical/Connectivity Opportunities and Constraints
residential
neighborhoods
N. Regional connections
to adjacent
communities
Constraints
O. Private property
navigation required
P. ROW constraints on
West Main Street west
of Highway 1 to the
dunes
Q. Agricultural buffering
R. Traffic on Highway
1/Guadalupe Street
impacts pedestrian and
bicycle safety
S. Railroad tracks
crossings
T. Commute patterns to
Santa Maria along
West Main Street
(Highway 166) and 11th
Street impacts
pedestrian and bicycle
safety
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Hazards
Opportunities
A. Improve safety/reduce collisions on West Main Street east and west of the city
B. Improve safety/reduce collisions with planned bridge improvements
Constraints
C. Coastal flooding and tidal inundation
D. 101,000-gallon oil spill at the former Guadalupe Oil Field
E. Area prone to wind-blow sand and temporary road closures
F. Exiting roadway with steep grade and erosion issues
G. Meandering river threat to roadway
H. Agricultural use conflicts
I. 100-year flood zone use and maintenance limitations
J. Numerous vehicular collisions north on Highway 1. (Transportation Injury Mapping System,
University of California, Berkeley, 2020).
K. Heavy agriculture and freight volumes make roadways difficult to maintain (dirt and debris left
behind)
Figure 4. Hazards Opportunities and Constraints
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Cultural
Opportunities
A. Cultural connections with the landscape rivers/streams, dunes, and beach
B. Recognize Spanish colonization of the area
C. Recognize and preserve the Ten Commandments movie site
D. Collaborate with Chumash people and celebrate local indigenous heritage
E. Connect community destinations such as schools, parks and popular gathering spaces.
F. Draw on community, culture, and agricultural heritage practices in the region
G. Integrate Guadalupe culture and heritage into gateways
Constraints
H. Local identity impacted by beach and trail development
I. Unidentified Chumash archeological sites in the Study Area
Figure 5. Cultural Opportunities and Constraints
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Chapter 2: Community Engagement and
Vision Framework
Beginning in 2018, the California State Coastal Conservancy and consultants collaborated with the City of
Guadalupe, residents, local community organizations, and public agencies involved in related planning
efforts, to gather and share information and preliminary ideas for creating a future multi-use trail.
Community insight highlighted the tremendous value of a multi-use trail to connect Guadalupe and the
greater region to the nearby beach, and to expand awareness of the dunes’ natural and cultural treasures.

Engagement Process

The community engagement process involved stakeholder interviews and discussions, a series of Project
Advisory Team meetings, a community workshop, and City Council updates. Drawing on local knowledge,
the process resulted in a vision framework composed of: engagement themes, a vision, and goals. These
elements, in combination with important trail planning priorities established during related past planning
efforts, helped identify several possible trail routes and formed the basis for trail alignment evaluation
criteria. Detailed community input from engagement activities is documented in separate summaries (see
Appendix B: Community Engagement Summaries).
Project Advisory Team Meetings
A Project Advisory Team (PAT) provided diverse perspectives and strategic guidance during the planning
process. The 20-member PAT was made up of representatives from the community, commissions,
businesses, community organizations, and local, regional, and state agencies. During three PAT meetings (inperson and via Zoom), participants discussed project direction, coordinated on concurrent planning efforts,
and provided feedback on possible alignments, trail alignment criteria, and the draft Study.
Community Workshop
As part of a multi-day community event dedicated to Guadalupe multi-modal mobility and revitalization
(April 22-25, 2019), community members participated in walking tours, visioning exercises, presentations,
and break-out group discussions. During the tour, participants observed and discussed conditions for
walking and bicycling, among other topics. A follow-up discussion, stimulated ideas about a long-term vision
for Guadalupe, values, and opportunities for trail development and connections between Guadalupe, the
beach, and the larger regional network.
Stakeholder Interviews and Discussions
One-on-one stakeholder interviews and phone calls with key community representatives provided detailed
information about values, needs, and opportunities for a future multi-use trail. A project kick-off meeting in
March 2019 initiated these conversations, which continued with calls covering coordination with related
projects and input from agricultural landowners. Stakeholders conveyed ideas about Guadalupe’s unique
character, priority connections, parks, recreation, nature, culture, history, public life, and other topics
important to the future of a multi-use trail in Guadalupe.
City Council
The City Council weighed in at key junctures, reviewing project update materials and providing direction in
advance of finalizing the Guadalupe to Beach Multi-Use Trail Feasibility Study.
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Engagement Themes

Drawing from the community outreach process, several
themes emerged as critical to guiding future trail
planning. These themes informed development of
evaluation criteria for the range of potential trail
alignments discussed in Chapter 3: Potential Trail
Alignments.
Serve Guadalupe Community Needs
• Prioritize trail decisions that enable
environmental justice and social equity in a
historically underserved, economically
disadvantaged, predominately Latinx
community.
• Balance local population needs and visitor
recreation access.
• Consider local worker and student commuting
needs.
• Provide access to the trail to eastern and
western neighborhoods, the developing
Pasadera area, and apartment buildings.

Guadalupe to Beach Multi-Use Trail
Feasibility Study: Participants in
the Process

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Members and Organizations
City of Guadalupe Staff
Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes Center
Santa Barbara County Board of
Supervisors Office
Santa Barbara County Planning and
Development Department
Santa Barbara County Parks Department
Santa Barbara County Public Works
Department
Santa Barbara County Trails Council
Santa Barbara County Association of
Governments
San Luis Obispo County
Guadalupe Cultural Arts and Education
Center and Chumash Representation
Rural Community Development
Corporation of California
California Coastal Conservancy
Local Government Commission
California Department of Transportation
Early Childhood Education Advocates
Local Business Owners
Local Religious Leaders
Local Nonprofit and Housing Leaders

Establish Important Connections
• Link to as many community destinations as
possible, including neighborhoods, schools,
parks, bus and train stops, shops, restaurants,
businesses, overnight accommodations and
workplaces.
• Connect to adjacent communities, most importantly Santa Maria.
• Establish or improve bridges for pedestrian use.
• Establish a “River Trail” experience.
• Develop bike infrastructure, a new bike path along Highway 1 (Note: this would not be a separate
Class I path in the Caltrans Right-of-Way).
• Align trail development with other planning efforts and Caltrans projects in area.
• Prioritize the primary corridor alignment, but also identify opportunities for trail spurs.
Address Safety Concerns
• Provide adequate buffers when developing a trail adjacent to a road.
•

Prioritize pedestrian safety in Guadalupe considering:
−

Busy Downtown intersections,

−

Street crossings,

−

Parking,
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−

Lighting, and

−

Safe routes to schools.

•

Take extra safety measures when designing
railroad crossings and crossings to schools.

•

Protect and respect the area’s agricultural uses by
establishing adequate buffers and limiting
conflicts.

•

Provide multi-modal accommodation on West
Main Street west of Highway 1 to the dunes by
considering:

•

−

Lighting,

−

Pullouts/passing lanes, and

−

Early morning traffic.

Provide multi-modal accommodation on Highway
1 bridge over Santa Maria River with width for bike
and pedestrian infrastructure (planned Caltrans
project).

Stimulate Local Economy
• Connect to the retail and restaurants on Highway
1/Guadalupe Street.
•

Establish wayfinding signage to help direct visitors
to destinations in Guadalupe.

•

Establish LeRoy Park as a trailhead/community hub
where the space can be programmed for
community events, as it has been in the past.

•

Encourage low-cost overnight accommodations for
visitors

Weave in Cultural and Natural Resources
• Make the trail an educational experience.
• Establish a river trail portion to provide a natural
experience when possible.
• Respect and acknowledge the importance of the
region’s agricultural practices.
• Ensure that bike and pedestrian improvements
translate across cultural boundaries.
• Introduce artistic features along the corridor.

Guadalupe to Beach Multi-Use Trail Feasibility Study

Related Trail Planning Priorities
The Draft Guadalupe General Plan (2018) and the
Guadalupe Mobility and Revitalization Plan (2019)
include important priorities related to future trail
planning in Guadalupe.
General Plan Goals (1.8)
Circulation
-A safe transportation system (2.1)
-A well-connected transportation system (2.2)
-A sustainable transportation system (2.3)
-An affordable and accessible transportation system
(2.4)
Environmental Justice
-A healthy community from physical activity,
recreation, and active transportation (3.2)
-Meaningful public engagement among city officials
and residents (3.5)
Conservation
-Protected pristine habitats to ensure the longevity
of native species as the built environment develops
(5.1)
-Enhanced regional and intergovernmental
conservation efforts (5.4)
Economic Development
-A vibrant tourist destination (6.2)
Open Space and Agriculture
-Adequate parks and recreational facilities to meet
community needs (7.2)
-A scenic agricultural setting (7.3)
-A pristine open space environment (7.4)
Safety
-Enhanced community safety and low crime rates
(9.5)
Community Design
-A vibrant community (12.1)
-A community with a sense of place (12.2)
-A community that reflects cultural heritage (12.3)
-A community with a small-town, historic feel (12.4)
-An aesthetically pleasing community (12.5)
Health
-A safe and active transportation and recreation
network for all users (13.3)
-A safe community (13.4)
Mobility Plan Priorities
1. Cross-Town Connectivity
2. Capitalizing on Tourism
3. Sidewalks and Safe Routes to School
4. Businesses and Services
5. Decentralized Growth
6. Community Identity
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Community Vision

Community and stakeholder input informed the following
vision and goals for a future multi-use trail connecting
Guadalupe to the beach.
Vision Statement

Provide multi-modal beach access along one of the
most unique stretches of land in the region. This
scenic trail will be built to serve local transportation
needs and attract visitors to enjoy the landscape,
provide beach access, and stimulate the local
economy.
Trail Planning Goals
Building on community and stakeholder input received
during the Guadalupe to Beach Multi-Use Trail Feasibility
Study process and from prior planning efforts (see
sidebar), a future trail should aim to achieve the following
six planning goals.

Related Trail Planning Priorities
(Continued)
Santa Barbara County Land Use Element Polices
Streams and Creeks
- All permitted construction and grading within
stream corridors shall be carried out to minimize
impacts from increased runoff, sedimentation,
biochemical degradation, or thermal pollution
(5.1)
Parks/Recreation
- Bikeways shall be provided where appropriate
for recreational and commuting use (8.1)
- Opportunities for hiking and equestrian trails
should be preserved, improved, and expanded
wherever compatible with surrounding uses (8.4)
Open Lands
- Appropriate recreational uses will be of light
intensity with minimal environmental
degradation in open land areas (9.3)
Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes Restoration Plan
Objectives
1. Physical habitat restoration efforts
2. Education programs
3. Land acquisition
4. Physical improvements to existing structures
and services that serve general public and visitors
to the dunes.

1. Support commuting and recreation needs
and link to associated health benefits
2. Attract a range of users including
residents and tourists to stimulate local
economy
3. Provide accessibility and safety for all trail users
4. Support best practices for maintenance and design
5. Provide memorable experience that reflects the area’s unique identity and
appeals to first-time users and recurring visitors
6. Protect the natural environment and preserve the cultural and agricultural
heritage of the area

Guadalupe to Beach Multi-Use Trail Feasibility Study
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Chapter 3: Potential Trail Alignments
Through community input and an examination of opportunities and constraints, eight initial alignments
emerged as alternatives for further study (see Figure 6). This chapter evaluates these alignments using trail
alignment criteria to determine how well each route might achieve the community-based vision and trail
planning goals. This information, in conjunction with feedback from the Project Advisory Team, helped
narrow to several preferred alignments and trail typologies.
Figure 6. Potential Trail Alignments
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Trail Alignment Criteria

The trail alignment criteria (see Table 1) draw on the community engagement themes, vision, and trail
planning goals (described in Chapter 2: Community Engagement and Vision Framework). Each criterion is
considered in relation to the eight potential routes* (see Figure 7), revealing priority alignments based on
greatest adherence to the criteria. Routes that seem to adequately address a criterion receive a checkmark
(Note: while this process is somewhat subjective, it provides a starting point for further discussion). The
routes with the highest percentage of criteria achieved are illustrated in greater detail over the following
pages.
At a glance, the routes depicted in Figure 7 align with the color scale in Table 1. Green represents routes
that achieve a high percentage of the criteria, yellow/orange indicates that about half of the criteria are
met, and red depicts the lowest percentage of alignment with the criteria.
Connecting the Guadalupe Community to the Beach
In considering future alignments, a driving force behind locating a multi-use trail in the area is the need to
connect residents and the heart of Guadalupe to the beach. A significant number of children from
Guadalupe have not been to the nearby beach because the only access (on West Main Street) requires a
vehicle, which many families do not own. For this reason, alignments close to Guadalupe’s core residential
neighborhoods are preferred. Further, a route that passes through Downtown has the potential to stimulate
business and economic development, important community priorities.
Due to the narrow right-of-way along West Main Street, some private property easement or purchase may
be necessary to accommodate an alignment along this route with a preferred trail width (approximately 14'
minimum with 10' paved trail and 2' shoulders). West Main Street also functions as the community’s
primary emergency evacuation route and community members have raised the point that a separate trail
alignment, meeting the appropriate standards, could potentially serve the dual purpose of providing
alternative emergency access.
Given the primary intent of the multi-use trail to accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists, the trail is
envisioned to be ADA compliant to the extent possible and therefore, generally paved. However,
opportunities to incorporate sections that are wide enough for equestrian use and/or to connect to
equestrian trails could provide additional benefits, expanding the range of users and recreational
experiences. Equestrians are generally accommodated by unpaved trails of compacted dirt or decomposed
granite to provide the proper footing for horses. A wider trail would be necessary to accommodate both
people and horses, along with different surfacing. Future planning could examine where equestrian access
could be feasible and compatible with bicycle and pedestrian access.
*Note: improvements in the State right-of-way need to be consistent with the Highway Design Manual
(HDM) and the CA MUTCD (Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices).
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Table 1. Trail Alignment Criteria
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Figure 7. Trail Alignment Assessment
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Top Trail Alignment Alternatives

Based on the criteria assessment, the highest scoring alignments for a future trail connecting the Guadalupe
community to the beach and dunes are Routes, 5, 6, and 7. These are illustrated in more detail on the
following pages, along with trail typologies. For ease of reference, the top alternatives are titled as follows:
Alternative A: “River Trail” (Route 5)
Alternative B: “Walkaround Trail” (Route 6)
Alternative C: “West Main Trail” (Route 7)
While this Study points to three top routes, the other five alignments are still possibilities to consider in the
future, particularly with the right funding, property owner support, and opportunities that may arise
through related projects in the vicinity.
The idea of pursuing multiple routes and/or combining two or more alignments has been raised as a means
of providing separate routes for pedestrians and bicyclists. However, a singular multi-use trail would likely
have a better chance of being funded and constructed.
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Alignment Alternative A: “River Trail” (Route 5)
The “River Trail” runs parallel to the Santa Maria River, connecting the City of Guadalupe to the Rancho
Guadalupe Dunes Preserve and to the potential Santa Maria Levee Trail. East to west, the alignment
transitions from a separated shared-use path to an on-street shared-use path at the city boundary along
Peralta Street (see Figure 8). This segment connects to the planned bike lane and sidewalk improvements on
11th Street, recommended in the Guadalupe Mobility and Revitalization Plan (2019). LeRoy Park provides a
possible Downtown trailhead location with space for public gathering and parking. This location should be
supported by visible, branded, directional signage on Hwy 1, along with possible overflow parking at nearby
City-owned parking lots (such as the parking lots near the old Great Western Tavern building and Dunes
Center). From LeRoy Park, the alignment traverses the city boundary heading southwest, primarily between
residential and agricultural uses. Two small on-street segments, one on Pioneer Street and the other on 8th
Street, will require extra
Figure 8. River Trail: Guadalupe Segment
attention to establish safe
crossings. A portion of the
separated shared-use
segment is aligned to go
through agricultural land
that is not farmed due to
the presence of wetlands.
West of the city, the
alignment follows the
Santa Maria River and is
positioned north of
agricultural land to
provide users with a “River
Trail” experience (see
Figure 9). The final
segment ties into West
Main Street as an onstreet facility leading users
Figure 9. River Trail: Dunes Segment
through the Rancho
Guadalupe Dunes Preserve
entrance, uphill over
dunes, above a stretch of
the lower Santa Maria
River, and to the trail’s
terminus at the Preserve’s
parking area.
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Alignment Alternative B: “Walkaround Trail” (Route 6)
The “Walkaround Trail” skirts around the northern boundary of Guadalupe, connecting the city to the
Rancho Guadalupe Dunes Preserve and to the potential Santa Maria Levee Trail. East to west, the alignment
transitions from a separated shared-use path to an on-street shared-use path at the city boundary along
Peralta Street (see Figure 10). This segment connects to the planned bike lane and sidewalk improvements
on 11th Street, recommended in the Guadalupe Mobility and Revitalization Plan (2019). From LeRoy Park,
the alignment traverses the city boundary heading southwest, primarily between residential and agricultural
uses. A portion of the separated shared-use segment is aligned to go through agricultural land that is not
farmed due to the presence of wetlands. Improvements on 8th Street would be necessary to connect the
trail to West Main Street at Community Park. West of the city, the alignment is within the West Main Street
right-of-way and carefully buffered from the agricultural uses to the north and south. The final segment ties
into West Main Street as an on-street facility leading users through the Rancho Guadalupe Dunes Preserve
entrance, uphill over dunes,
Figure 10. Walkaround Trail: Guadalupe Segment
above a stretch of the
lower Santa Maria River,
and to the trail’s terminus
at the Preserve’s parking
area. (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Walkaround Trail: Dunes Segment
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Alignment Alternative C: “West Main Trail” (Route 7)
The “West Main Trail” provides a direct connection from the City of Guadalupe to the Rancho Guadalupe
Dunes Preserve. East to west, the alignment is an on-street facility beginning in south Guadalupe at West
Main Street and Guadalupe Street (see Figure 12). The alignment ties directly into the planned multi-modal
transportation improvements recommended in the Guadalupe Mobility and Revitalization Plan (2019). West
of the city, the alignment is within the West Main Street right-of-way and carefully buffered from the
agricultural uses to the north and south. The final segment ties into West Main Street as an on-street facility
leading users through the Rancho Guadalupe Dunes Preserve entrance, uphill over dunes, above a stretch of
the lower Santa Maria River, and to the trail’s terminus at the Preserve’s parking area. (see Figure 13).
Figure 12. West Main Trail: Guadalupe Segment

Figure 13. West Main Trail: Guadalupe Segment
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Trail Typologies

The future trail connecting Guadalupe to the beach will pass through a variety of environments, and along
the journey, trail design will need to shift to respond to immediate context. While detailed trail design will
be part of a future planning phase, this Study provides high-level trail “typologies” to illustrate different
potential design treatments for different segments of the trail. In each case, the trail design should seek to
maximize connectivity, accessibility, safety, and enjoyment for all ages and abilities.
Typologies presented in this section include: separated shared-use paths, on-street shared-use paths, and
bike lanes. These are described with supporting information about specific standards (see Appendix C: State
and National Standards).
Although many trail users may prefer a shared-use path separated from motor vehicle traffic, this type of
construction is not always feasible. As such, on-street facilities (trails that are built in the right-of-way, along
the street) may provide access to destinations that cannot be reached by a shared-use path. These facilities
also typically cost less money and can be constructed in less time than shared-use paths.
Each of the three top trail alignment alternatives (presented in the previous section) is envisioned as a
combination of segments representing these different typologies (see corresponding typology segments
called out in Figures 14-16).
Separated Shared-Use Path
Separated shared-use paths (Class I Bikeways) are separated from the roadway and typically align with a
natural corridor utility easement or rail corridor. This treatment accommodates a wide variety of trail users.
Typically, these are hard-surface trails that are accessible to all abilities if they can maintain grades of 5
percent or less. These trails are 8-12 feet wide to accommodate bicycles and pedestrians. A 2-foot shoulder
should be provided on either or both sides of the trail to accommodate various users and allow for socially
acceptable distances. Figure 14 provides a range of how this typology may look.
Figure 14. Separated Shared-Use Path Typology (Class I Bikeway)
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On-Street Shared-Use Path
On-Street shared-use paths (Class I Bikeways) are connected to the roadway and ideally separated with a
physical buffer. This treatment accommodates a variety of trail users depending on traffic amounts and
speeds. Typically, these are hard-surface trails that are accessible to all abilities if they can maintain grades
of five percent or less. These trail types are at least 10 feet wide to accommodate 2-way traffic, bicyclists,
and pedestrians. At least a 3-foot buffer should be provided between the trail and the street and may
include plants for aesthetics or bollards for safety. An additional shoulder of buffer may be provided to
separate the trail from adjacent parcels. Figure 15 provides a range of how this typology may look.
Figure 15. On-Street Shared-Use Path Typology (Class I Bikeway)

Bike Lanes
Bike lanes (Class II Bikeways) designate a specific space for bicyclist on streets. This treatment
accommodates bicyclists who are comfortable riding next to vehicles. These routes may be made more
comfortable, especially for less experienced bicyclists when a minimum 3-foot buffer is striped between the
bike lane and traffic. Bike lanes are between 4-7 feet wide to and are applied to both sides of the street in
the direction of traffic. For the purpose of this study, bike lanes are paired with sidewalks on at least one
side of the street ranging from 6 to 10 feet wide. Figure 16 provides a range of how this typology may look.
Figure 16. Bike Lane Typology (Class II Bikeway)
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Chapter 4: Implementation
The following recommends an approach to phasing trail development, relative planning and design
guidelines, and a preliminary cost estimate. Combined, this provides a framework for decision makers to
plan, design, and implement the Guadalupe to Beach Multi-Use Trail.

Phasing Strategy

The phasing strategy balances the need for short-term success and long-term realization of the Guadalupe
Beach Trail. As such, two general themes are described below.
Start in the Heart
The Guadalupe community should be prioritized first when choosing trail segments to develop. Short-term
improvements should be prioritized in Guadalupe by following the phased recommendations from the
Guadalupe Mobility Revitalization Plan (GMRP). The roadways identified in the GMRP that overlap with
recommendations in this Study may be improved as soon as possible with suggested re-striping and
sidewalk maintenance, and later with the trail typology defined in this Study. Next, improvements in this
Study that extend from improvements identified in the GMRP are suggested for trail development,
improving local connectivity first.
Shared-Use Path Development
Shared-use path segments extending to the dunes and potentially connecting to the Santa Maria Levee Trail
should be developed as project funding become available, property, and easement acquisition are possible,
and when engineering and design is feasible. Shared-use path alignments (Class I Bikeways) should be
prioritized based on their proximity to Guadalupe and recreation areas, property ownership, and minimal
environmental impacts.

Planning and Design Guidelines

Planning and design best practices for detailed trail alignments and amenities are described as follows:
Support a functional trail system
• Meet State and Federal guidelines for trails with capacity for high daily usage and peak travel usage.
Trail typologies also need to use the Highway Design Manual criteria for bike infrastructure if on the
state highway system.
•

Align with or guide new trail users to destinations (public restrooms, retail, neighborhoods, points of
interest, etc.).

•

Provide relatively direct alignments in support of commuting by limiting unnecessary meandering
alignments unless they are secondary routes.

•

Link neighborhoods to recreational facilities, parks, employment, retail, businesses, entertainment,
education, etc.

•

Align the trail to adjacent parks when feasible in order to maximize recreational potential.

•

Design trails with sufficient width to provide users with room to navigate away from other users for
a more enjoyable and safe experience for everyone.

Provide sustainable trails that incorporate best practices and limited maintenance
• Provide safe access from adjacent streets, off-street parking, and alongside the trail where feasible
to avoid informal paths being created.
•

Provide maintenance vehicles with through access or space for vehicle turn-arounds on separated
trail facilities.
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•

Research and utilize technologies that reduce waste, consume less energy, and/or present less
environmental harm or risk (such as the use of recycled asphalt, aligning trails along existing
maintenance roads, etc.).

•

Seek to develop trails in the most cost-efficient manner. Measure best practices against cost and
weigh all factors.

•

Seek to install bridge undercrossings along creeks at no less than the 10-year flood level.

•

Avoid infrastructure that is difficult to repair or replace (such as concrete posts and rail fences).

•

Select plant materials that are drought-tolerant and spaced appropriately so they do not grow onto
the trail or uplift the pavement.

•

Minimize the use of gates and bollards except where needed to allow maintenance access.

•

Incorporate fencing where necessary to control or limit off-trail access.

Incorporate accessibility and safety features
• Scale projects for high-use and visibility, supporting a greater sense of safety and personal security.
•

Maximize visibility from existing developments.

•

Maximize visibility of the trail from arterial roadways when possible.

•

Post signage with typical safety notices for potential challenges to an alignment and conflicts with
other trail users.

•

Include an enforceable rules sign at all trailheads.

•

Provide features as a means to increase usage and discourage illegal behavior (examples include
interpretive fencing, directional signage, fencing to limit trespassing, etc.).

•

Seek to maximize visibility along the trail for user comfort; avoid blind turns and hiding spaces.

•

Design trail to State and Federal standards to support multi-use and ability: people of all ages with
varying abilities, including but not limited to youth, seniors, strollers, wheelchairs, and assisted
walking.

•

Separate adjacent activities (exercise, running, cycling, and playing) from the active trail route to
allow through traffic flow.

•

Establish adequate buffers to limit agricultural conflicts such as low-level fencing at the trail edge to
limit human or animal access into the agricultural areas.

•

Provide ADA-compliant ramps at grade changes when possible.

•

Avoid creating “box canyons”- areas where the trail corridor is fully enclosed by dense vegetation,
walls, backs of buildings, or other barriers.

Attract a range of users with unique trail features
• Support universal accessibility to the greatest extent possible.
•

Develop gateways and custom signage unique to the area.

•

Provides a range of experiences (from urban to suburban to rural; develop an interesting trail
whether commuting or recreating).

•

Increase use of the trails by connecting, or signing to, residential areas.

•

While the focus is on providing bike/pedestrian access between Guadalupe and the beach,
opportunities should also be explored to connect to equestrian trails, further expanding the range of
users and recreational experiences.
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•

Include aesthetic design elements and wayfinding to destinations when a segment of the trail is less
than desirable feature (highway, industrial development, etc.).

•

Provide access to a variety of natural and man-made sites to encourage recreation and a deeper
understanding of the surrounding area, if possible.

•

Provide destinations and/or “stop and learn” interpretive moments (interpretive signage, signage to
points of interest, viewing areas, etc.) to draw more people to the trail.

•

Incorporate public art at highly visible locations.

•

Acknowledge our local and desirable California and Mediterranean climate landscape by selecting
native and drought-tolerant landscaping.

Preliminary Cost Estimate

Tables 2, 3 and 4 provide a summary of costs associated with the three high-level alignment alternatives.
The breakdown for each alignment alternative is presented by trail type and includes a total quantity of
linear feet, the per linear foot, and total cost for each trail type.
The cost estimates for each trail type include allocations for site preparation and survey; removal of existing
paving, landscaping, etc.; all hardscape and landscape materials; miscellaneous drainage improvements; and
contractor mobilization, overhead and improvement, and contingency (at 35%). Cost estimates do not
include provisions for property acquisition; trail maintenance; design costs; contingency for more
complicated segments (where walls, curbs, drainage, and utilities need to be modified); signage; trailheads
or access points; or intersection improvements. All cost estimates are in 2021 dollars and do not include
provisions for inflation or escalations.

Table 2: Alignment Alternative A: “River Trail” Cost Estimate
Typology Linear Feet (LF)
Cost per LF
Separated Shared-Use Path 13,500
$294
On-Street Shared-Use Path 24,100
$183
Buffered Bike Lane 1,900
$31
TOTALS 39,500

Total Cost
$3,963,000
$4,409,000
$59,000
$8,431,000

Table 3: Alignment Alternative B: “Walkaround Trail” Cost Estimate
Typology Linear Feet (LF)
Cost per LF
Separated Shared-Use Path 23,700
$294
On-Street Shared-Use Path 10,500
$183
Buffered Bike Lane 1,900
$31
TOTALS 36,100

Total Cost
$6,957,000
$1,921,000
$59,000
$8,938,000

Table 4: Alignment Alternative C: “West Main Trail” Cost Estimate
Typology Linear Feet (LF)
Cost per LF
Separated Shared-Use Path 27,300
$294
On-Street Shared-Use Path 2,400
$183
Buffered Bike Lane 7,600
$31
TOTALS 37,300

Total Cost
$8,014,00
$439,000
$236,000
$8,689,000
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